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(1) Please give non-mathematical definitions of the following statistical concepts: 

 

 Covariance 

 Correlation 

 Regression coefficient 

 Standard deviation 

 Standard error 

 Heterogeneity 

 Multicollinearity 

 The level of significance 

 The confidence interval of a slope 

 R-square 

 To "control" for a variable 

 

(2) Fixed Effects:  Explain why the R2 in a fixed effects regression model will almost always 

be larger than in a regular OLS regression. 

 

(3) Standard Error of the Slope:  Name three things that will reduce the standard error of a 

regression slope. 

 

(4) Fixed Effects:  Which of these factors would not be accounted for by a state fixed effect in 

the study from the homework (there can be more than one)?  Why? 

 

 The number of ocean ports in a state 

 The number of lakes in a state 

 The number of navigable rivers in a state 

 The total mileage of railroad tracks in a state 



 

(5) Which will have the larger standard error, holding cov(x,y) and var(x) constant?  Which will 

have the larger slope b1? 

 

 
 

 

 

(6) Which will have the larger standard error, holding cov(x,y) and var(y) constant?  Which will 

have the larger slope b1? 

 

 
 



 

(7) Which will have the larger standard error, holding cov(x1,y), var(x1) and var(y) constant?  

Which will have the larger slope b1? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

(8) Which will have the larger standard error, holding cov(x1,y), var(x1) and var(y) constant?  

Which will have the larger slope b1? 

 

 
 



 

 

(9) Partitioned Regression:  In the homework first homework we performed a partitioned 

regression to calculate the slope between mileage and price - the average amount that price 

will fall as a result of increased mileage in a used car.  In the partitioned regression 

framework, explain why regressing RES1 (the residual of Price taking into account all 

controls) onto Mileage (versus RES2, the residual of Mileage taking into account the 

controls) will result in the wrong slope.  

 

(10) Measurement Bias:  Explain measurement bias using two different kinds of measurement 

error and four Venn diagrams. 

 

(11) Standard Error:  Talk about the two parts of the standard error that drive the size of the 

statistic. 

 

(12) Multicollinearity:  When do we care about multicollinearity?  Specifically when it occurs in 

which variable (dependent, policy or control)?  What is the tangible effect of 

multicollinearity? 

 

(13) Slope:  If the covariance between x and y is positive, is it ever possible for the slope in a 

bivariate regression (only x and y) to be negative?  Explain why.  Use the formula for slope. 

 

(14) Bias:  If the covariance between x and y is positive, is it ever possible for the slope in a 

multivariate regression of y on x to be negative?  Explain why.  Use the formula for bias. 

 

 

  



(15) Omitted Variable Bias:  Consider a naive regression: 

 

eGREbbGPA  10  
 

 

And the true regression: 

 

  MATGREGPA 210  
 

 

Calculate the bias that results from leaving out the MAT variable. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

What does the bias tell us about the naive regression - is the slope too big or too small?   

 

Consider a situation where there is another omitted variable, X3, that is correlated with both 

GPA and GRE scores.  Under what conditions will the bias that results from omitting X3 

from the regression be negative? 

 



 

(16) Confidence Intervals:  Which variable, X1, X2 or X3 has the largest variance and how do 

we know?  (b1 corresponds with X1, etc) 

 

 
 

(17) What information do we get from the graphical representation of confidence intervals that 

we cannot get from the p-value?  Stated differently, draw two confidence intervals that have 

the same p-values but very different policy impacts. 

 

(18) Consider two programs that are meant to improve reading comprehension.  The dependent 

variable is a score on a reading comprehension exam (higher being better).  Which program 

do you prefer and why?  

 

 


